
8 - Universal Mount Fitting

Besides the hardware that is shown in the documentation below, there are additional mounts, bolts and accessories in the Universal

Projector mount bag. With these accessories and the already shown method below, you can fit almost any know projector to the Ilios

machine. The projector can be as small as the Dell 2400MP or as big as Optoma HD803, the mount has expandable mounting points

and its assembly is quite simple.

Type 1

You may find one of the several mounts, which were chosen for each projector. This explanations shows how to fit a projector with the

first mount type. If you found a different type of mount in your kit, please continue reading this description.

In this image you can see the overall fitting of the mount to the

particular projector. Note that on some projectors you might need

4 points to mount it. The 4th arm is also included in the mount

bag.

There might be a 3mm or 4mm screw required to actually bolt the

projector to the mount. Both diameters are already included for

you, with the additional shims and washers.

Note how this particular projector is mounted. In some cases the

projection mount might be attached on the back side of the

Projection assembly, in other cases it is in the front like in this

Although the Universal mount comes with both mounting brackets

to be bolted to itself, the longer bolts for the Projection mount are

included in the assembly.
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image.

Note the angle of the projector. This is normal. Most projectors

tend to skew the image based on their lens assembly. You shall

most likely need to tilt the projector this way to get a straight and

square image. The exact angle is also described in each projector

documentation but as a rule of thumb, this angle is in most cases

around 6 degrees.

In this image you can see the overall projector assembly and how

it is put together by default. With some creativity you can adjust

the mount to fit any projector, since all the mounting hardware is

already included.

Here is another example of mounting a BenQ 1070 or 1080 with

the same projector mount. Note the way the arms are assembled

behind the projector support.

In this image you can see better the additional washers which go

between the mount and the support. When this is all in place, the

assembly is quite rigid and won't budge.

Type 2

This mount is commonly placed with the Dell 2400MP projector or similar and uses less components to mount to the frame. Follow the

images below to find out how to mount the projector with this mount or use your own creativity to make up new ways of mounting it.
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Note the Single Mount Arm and the screw positions. The bottom

two screws should go through the pre-drilled holes on the mount.

Don't forget to run through the two Allen Bolts on the back of the

mount before screwing the mount to the projector. The Bolts

should also have a Washer on them.

This image shows how the mount is bolted to the frame and how

the assembly should look like. Bolt the mount with the included

nuts and lock washers on the other side of the Projector Mount.

There might be two different locations where you can screw the

mount. It is recommended to bolt the mount on the Lower holes.

However you may want to do it your way, in which case any hole

would do.

 Note the slight angle of the projector. This is normal. It

compensates for the lens distortion of the projector and should be

adjusted later on, when the projector calibration is made.
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